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13 Share The King Saw, Continue December , 2017January 21 , 2018 (Simuldub)March 10, 2018 (Toonami) Itsuko Takeda, Kosei TakahashiTaeko Ōgi, Shunryō Yamamura, Satoru Shiraishi, Etsushi Mori, Reiko Nozaki, Makoto Shimojima The Magic Emperor Saw, Continue 「a‧sōtei wa Mita」 is the 13th Page of the Black Clover Yūki
Tabata. Summary Salim Hapshass, Klaus Lunettes, and Mimosa Vermillion have dinner with Orsi Orfai and Lily Aquaria in the chapel. Yuno asks how much Asta has sent them and is surprised by the number. He promised to send all his salaries next time. Klaus tells Salim that they must be on their way. Salim said that they can wait a
little more and ask for more water. Sister Lily said that she had to go fill a jar of water and leaves to get to the well. On the way back, one of the bandits kidnapped him. Hearing Lily's screams and water bottles breaking, others rushed out but it was too late. Yuno volunteers to go looking for him but Klaus says that their mission is to protect
Salim. Yuno disobeyed orders to follow them and instead went looking for Sister Lily. Yuno walks through the forest and defeats each bandit as they block his path. He finds Lily, guarded by the last two bandits. Abra asks Yuno's grimoire in return for Lily because without it she is useless as a Knight Yuno refuses and ducks just as Klaus
launches lance spinning violence towards Abra. Klaus tells Yuno that all this was set up by Salim because Yuno beat him during the exam and that's why he didn't become Knight. Yuno thanks Klaus and Mimosa for their help. Klaus decides to bring bandits to the capital but wonders where the latter went. Turns out Julius Novachrono has
captured the latter and disguised himself. Sister Lily is returned to Hage. Klaus, Mimosa, and Yuno return to the Golden Dawn base where William Vangeance tells them they have obtained a star from the Magic Emperor. Klaus is happy that they have a star but tells Yuno to never go alone again. Yuno said okay. Meanwhile, at the Black
Bull base, Asta finds out about the Golden Dawn star. Asta vows to go after them. The Magic Emperor was warned about an anomaly and he said that he wanted them to work on it. Magic and Spell using Petit Clover My Steed 「a.k.a. Watashi no Fune」: Klaus shows off his steel train, which impresses Asta. Reference ← Chapter → 1 |
2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10Volumes: 1 | 2 Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. More Black Clover Wiki Please enter all fields Please enter the correct Yahoo Email email is not allowed This email is already listed in Simkl Name too short Password is too short you can choose a password length of no
more than 50 characters. Don't forget to switch the keyboard layout to English. Don't choose a password too simple, less than 4 characters, because such a password is easy to find. Allowed latin and !@#$%^&amp;*()_-+=., characters Already have accounts? Enter Black Clover (TV) Episode 13 English Subbed There are some
similarities between the shows, although there are also differences. In Black Clover, MC is an orphan, unlike Izuku, who grew up in a church where he was found with other boys of the same age at infants. In the world of Black Clover, everyone has magic, and magic is everything. However, Asta, MC, is the only person in the entire
kingdom, perhaps the world, without the magic to talk about what ever existed. He has trained his body every fifteen years he is still alive so that he can fulfill his dream of becoming a magic knight, protector of the kingdom, and become the King of Witches, the most powerful witch in the kingdom. Ringing the bell? Whats more, the boy
found with Asta by the church is a boy named Yuno who also aspires to be the Witch King, and has been gifted with very powerful magic. Once a year, a 15-year-old in the kingdom is given a grimoire, a magical book that records spells and enhances the user's magical powers. Asta's rival, Yuno, is given a very rare, powerful, and
legendary grimoire while Asta, hoping that his grimoire will eventually allow him to use magic is instead gifted with the strange and unknown powers that take him through the Test Magic and being a knight. However, his adventures have just begone and stirring problems deep within the Kingdom. For me, this event is very similar to MHA,
but unique as well. Good. Good.
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